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Woman dies,
husband and
kids injured in
road mishap

‘Initiate action against DVAC
official in harassment case’
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A 25-year-old woman was killed
on the spot while her husband
and two children had a narrow
escape after the motorbike they
were travelling on, collided
with a lorry at Chintadripet on
Wednesday night.
Saraswathi, wife of Saravanan, resided at Meeran Sahib Street in Chintadripet,
along with their children, aged
six years and three years.
On Wednesday, the elder
child fell sick and the couple
were taking both the children
to a hospital. “At 10.45 pm, a few
metres away from home, the
motorbike collided head-on
with a lorry. The rear tyre of
the vehicle ran over Saraswathi, killing her on the spot,
while the others escaped with
minor injuries,” said police.
The passersby who witnessed the accident, rushed the
family to hospital and nabbed
the lorry driver Lagan Singh. It
was found that Lagan Singh, a
native of Haryana, was transporting automobile spare parts
from Delhi. The public
thrashed the driver who sustained injuries and is undergoing treatment.
Saravanan worked as a daily
labourer and his wife was a
homemaker.

THE Madras High Court has
directed the State Chief Secretary to initiate further action
against Dr S Murugan, IPS,
Joint Director, Directorate of
Vigilance & Anti-Corruption
(DVAC) under the relevant service rules on the complaint
from a woman SP and on the
FIR registered by the CB-CID
headquarters.
The insensitiveness shown
by the authorities on receipt
of the sexual harassment complaint cannot be appreciated
by this court. It has to come to
the conclusion that registration of an FIR is not infirm
and the same is in accordance
with law and further investigation and prosecution are
certainly warranted in view
of the fact that the allegations
set out in the original complaint dated August 4, 2018 of
the woman SP, are serious in
nature, Justice S M Subramaniam said.
The judge on Thursday was
disposing of a batch of petitions from Murugan, who
sought to quash an order constituting an internal complaints committee and that of
the woman SP, to transfer Murugan to some other insensitive post outside DVAC and re-
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Former JNU professor Pushpesh Pant, economist and author Bibek Debroy and author Ashwin Sanghi during a discussion
on ‘Modern lessons from ancient India: Have we learnt the right ones?’ at ThinkEdu Conclave on Thursday | P JAWAHAR

‘INTRODUCE THE
YOUNG TO EPICS’
E X P R E S S N E W S S E R V I C E @ Chennai
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URANAS are not just
about stories, instead they
are the encyclopaedia, said
noted economist and author Bibek Debroy.
Speaking with popular author Ashwin Sanghi at
ThinkEdu Conclave 2019 on
‘Modern lessons from ancient
India: Have we learnt the right
ones?’ chaired by Pushpesh
Pant, Debroy said, “The Puranas are not just stories. We may
take them as stories because of
whatever comics and
badly done television
drama we have come
across on it. In fact, the
Puranas are the encyclopaedia. In reality, today, most of our normal
functioning of dharma
is based on our
Puranas.”
He further explained
that if there is a death,
then, the Garuda Purana is referred to for rituals. Similarly, other Puranas also hold
importance in our day-to-day
life. He also said that ancient
sage, Veda Vyasa, was a great
entertainer as he wrote Mahabharata in such an interesting
manner.
Speaking on the topic, Debroy
said that in the modern day, people focus more on their relationship with the external world. He
suggested that instead, people
should work on developing
their internal strengths. He
stressed that people should take

out at least 30 minutes a day for
themselves or for the person
they love, instead of spending
time on the modern day notion
of perpetually having to talk,
debate and tweet.
Addressing a packed house,
he also spoke about the necessity to get rid of the ego. Citing
his personal experience, he said
every day, he receives hundreds
of messages from people asking
him to read their articles or
watch their interviews. “The
modern is characterised by a
capital I while our perennial
teaching was to get
rid of ego,” he said.
Ashwin Sanghi
stressed on the need
to provide an opportunity for our youth to
study our ancient
texts and interpret
them according to
their understanding.
“We have 300 versions
of the Ramayana and
we allowed all of them
to flourish because we wanted
people to understand it. We
have to do the same with our
history today,” said Sanghi. Replying to an interesting question on whether the ancient
texts should be introduced to
the youth as myths or truth, he
said the youth should read our
history and ancient stories and
we should leave them to decide
what the truth is.
“Introduce youngsters to it
(ancient texts) as philosophy
and leave it to them to decide,”
said Sanghi.

‘Today Ambedkar
and Periyar would
have been called
seditious’
Chennai: Right-wing
panellists on Thursday
said while dissent was
important it was not
right to criticise the
country. It was one of
those rare discussions
where the right and the
left sort of agreed on
the topic of dissent.
They both agreed that it
was needed. JNUSU
president N Sai Balaji,
DU AISA president
Kawalpreet Kaur, BASO
president Apeksha
Priyadarshini, national
coordinator of Research
Scholars of India, Nikhil
Gupta, ABVP national
president S Subbiah and
Tejasvi Surya from BJP
IT cell were panellists at
the debate on ‘Does
dissent still have a place
in India’s campuses?’.
When asked if she felt
like she had freedom on
campus, Sai Balaji
answered with an
example, he spoke
about how 14 AMU
students had been
slapped with sedition
charges just for
speaking. “There lies my
answer,” he said.
Bringing in a little bit of
history to make his
point, Sai Balaji said
that today, the freedom
movement would have
been called ‘seditious’.
“Even Bhagat Singh,
Ambedkar and Periyar
would have been called
seditious,” he said. ENS

HC says allegations in woman SP’s complaint are serious in nature
@ Chennai
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STATE government started ecorestoration of fast-shrinking
Ennore creek and the first public consultation was held with
stakeholders on Thursday.
Baseline studies were conducted by a private consultant
and an interim report has been
submitted to Chennai Rivers
Restoration Trust (CRRT) and
Tamil Nadu Urban Infrastructure Financial Services Ltd.
Officials said eco-restoration
work is being planned at a cost
of `18.99 crore.
A Detailed Project Report is
being prepared for eco-restoration plan for creek, which covers an area of about 9.20 sq.km.
K Satyagopal, Commissioner of
Disaster Management and Mitigation, told Express that Ennore creek plays a vital role in
ecological balance, besides being a natural flood carrier.
“TN perspective plan on dis-

aster management highlights
our intent to protect the crucial
wetlands, including Ennore
creek and Pallikaranai, which
have been under intense stress
due to rapid urbanisation and
industrialisation,” he said.
An Integrated River Restoration for Buckingham Canal, Kovalam and Ennore has been designed to ensure that river
restoration is holistic and comprehensive three separate studies have commenced for preparing DPR for plugging of outfalls,
interception and diversion of
sewerage, solid waste management and restoration of major
drains draining into Adyar river and Buckingham Canal. “The
Ennore and Kovalam Creeks
are highly sensitive ecosystems

TAURUS (Apr. 21 - May 21)
Relationships with children may
have been rather troublesome
over the last couple of days. The truth of the
matter may be that you are more sensitive
than usual, not that young relatives are
necessarily behaving worse. It's up to you to
set an example.

GEMINI (May 22 - June 21)
Today's dominant planetary
alignment opens the door to a
brave new future. You may begin to see the
sense in family differences or domestic
pressures that until now have seemed
somewhat pointless. It's up to you to restore
the commonsense to your closest
relationships.

CANCER (June 22 - July 23)
As a matter of principle you
should acknowledge that there is
some truth in other people's opinions even if
you personally feel that they are completely
and utterly wrong. You must concede the
possibility that it is you who are mistaken,
and hence must change.

LEO (July 24 - Aug. 23)
Even though the planets are
activating a number of areas of
your chart, the emphasis is still solidly on
your financial affairs. There doesn't seem
any way around the fact that this is a highspending period. But, then, you can always
cut out unnecessary costs.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)
Life may still be a little fraught
and unpredictable. If you are sure
that all expected dramatic events have now
taken place, you may begin to pick up the
pieces and wonder where you go from here.
That is still to be revealed, so bide your time
until you're ready.

You have been playing the
romantic lead for long enough.
However, there's no need to come down to
earth just yet. Hopefully you have by now
recovered from a recent fright or upset. True
to your nature, your equilibrium will be
restored sooner than you think.

constitute the committee with
appropriate members.
The judge also recommended to the government to install
CCTV cameras in the chambers and offices of high-ranking government officers to prevent sexual harassment at the
hands of the higher officials.
The Police Commissioners in
all cities across the State as
well as the DGP and other
higher police officials are
preaching with a sense of responsibility that all residents,
apartment owners, traders
and others shall install CCTV
cameras to enable the police to
nab the offenders. This being
just a preaching, what about
the offenders and the black
sheep in the police offices,
chambers and office rooms of
the higher officials and what
measures are taken to nab the
offenders, the bench asked.
To begin with, the judge

which play a very important
part in the ecological, hydrological and social security of the
local inhabitants. Due to the
burgeoning population in Chennai Metropolitan Area, Ennore
and Kovalam Creeks are highly
degraded by disposal of waste
water from surrounding urban
local bodies and industries. In
this connection, a Detailed Project Report (DPR) for Restoration of Ennore Creek and Kovalam Creek has also been
initiated,” he said.
The private consultant gave a
detailed presentation during
the stakeholders meeting, according to which 295 tonnes of
domestic solid waste was found
dumped in six locations and
proposed to lift it to dump-yard

Kosasthaliayar river and Ennore backwaters samples were more
contaminated than even legally permitted treated effluent quality.
The visible extent of fly ash spill noticeable was measured at 344.39
hectares in contrast to 215 acres being projected now
Srinivasan, Fishermen leader

Test your number crunching
skill with our unique puzzle

at Sathankadu.
Pertaining to industrial solid
waste, fly ash from thermal
power plants were found within
the creek over an area of 215
acres, but surprisingly the baseline studies found that a majority of heavy metals like mercury, arsenic, lead, chromium etc
were within the standards stipulated in schedule 2 of the Hazardous Wastes Rules, 2008.
Local fishermen leaders have
raised objections alleging that
the baseline studies have omitted several large-scale encroachments by Centre and State
companies.
The three-member committee
appointed by National Green
Tribunal to study the environmental impacts of coal ash pollution on Ennore creek and surrounding areas of Nor th
Chennai Thermal Power Station found high concentration
of heavy metals in fish, prawns
and oysters.

CROSS WORD

SU DO KU

15 th February: I keep meeting people who are convinced that space aliens
have landed and are living among us. I have to say that I suspect that all
that has happened is that some of the gods and mythical creatures
of the past have been reinvented as creatures from distant parts
of the universe, but that doesn't make them any more real!

At your most prolific you're
capable of rushing along at an
incredible rate. Now that Mars is having such
an impact on your working life you should
brook no opposition and accept no
compromise. Even though the planet has
moved on, its turbulent effects remain.

The High Court judge also
recommended to the State
government to install CCTV
cameras in the chambers
and offices of high-ranking
government officers
to prevent sexual
harassment at the hands
of the higher officials

1st public consultation for eco-restoration held

P E T E R V I DA L

LIBRA (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

CCTV cameras

quoted the saying of Mahathma Gandhi, “an ounce of practice is worth more than tons of
preaching” and directed the
Registry to install the CCTV
camera in his court chambers,
within two weeks.
The judge confirmed the
ICC constituted under Sec. 4 of
the Sexual Harassment of
Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, with Srilakshmi Prasad, IPS, Additional Director
General of Police, P Kannammal, IPS, SP, CR, DVAC, M
Kanaga, manager, Confidential Branch, DVAC, S Ramadoss, DSP, HQRS, DVAC and
advocate K M Valsalakumari
as its members and directed it
to proceed with the inquiry by
following the procedures contemplated under the Act and
by affording opportunity to all
parties concerned and submit
a report, within two weeks. If
any further time is required,
the ICC is at liberty to approach this court by filing appropriate petitions, seeking
extension of time, he added.
The CB-CID headquarters
shall proceed with all further
actions pursuant to the registration of FIR No.2 of 2018 by
commencing the investigation
and proceed with the case by
following the procedures contemplated under law.

ENNORE CREEK

THE PHANTOM

ARIES (Mar 21 - Apr. 20)

A 70-year-old man was allegedly attacked by two men when he
was sleeping at the Marina on Wednesday night. Police said
Kuppan, the victim, was sleeping on the beach when two men in an
autorickshaw picked a quarrel with him and attacked him and fled

HI AND LOIS

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)
Travel stars are still strong, but
you may have been blown off
course by what friends and acquaintances
have done or said in the last twenty-four
hours, or perhaps over the past week. You
can't go wrong if you stick to what you know
to be right in the circumstances.

BEETLE BAILEY

EVIL
Fill in the grid
with digits in such
a manner that every
row, every column
and every 3X3 box
accommodates the
digits 1 to 9, without
repeating any.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 - Dec. 22)
Tie up loose ends and get
trivialities out of the way before
you make any more bold moves. You might
have bright ideas of your own, but you may
be wise to sit back and let others call the
shots for a while, at least until your stars
have settled down.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 - Jan. 20)

Each sudoku has a unique solution that can
be reached logically without guessing.

BLONDIE

Unlooked-for benefits will be an
added bonus in all group
activities. However, you may prefer the
intimacy of one-to-one relationships, which
is where the real gains will lie. Meanwhile,
your charming manner is paying special
dividends at work.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19)
It is difficult to know just
where you should turn. If you
wish, you may put pressing and important
matters on hold and spend your way
to happiness. This is without doubt an
extravagant phase, but at least you
can choose between what is worth it and what is not.

LOCKHORNS

DENNIS THE MENACE

PISCES (Feb. 20 - Mar 20)
In spite of your doubts, social
prospects are bright, so please
take the chance to relax, unwind and get a
change of scene. Pleasant companionship is
all very well, but you may want something
more intense. First, you have to cope with an
increase in the financial pressure.

Solutions to Yesterday’s puzzle

ACROSS

1 Regular habits and duties (7)
5 A fateful day for military assistants (5)
8 Butter and milk producer (5-4)
9 Runner in various kinds of winter sports (3)
10 Off on a course (4)
12 Nine-inch ruler an ill-behaved
child may ask for (8)
14 This drink can go a hundred years back (6)
15 Good man in a new role looking after horses (6)
17 The act is included in the charge
for rehearsal (8)
18 Sidewalk pedestrian (4)
21 Printers’ measures - they’re back inside (3)
22 A tin medal ordered to be plated (9)
24 Extra quarter to trim off (5)
25 Important individual rendered powerless (7)

DOWN

1 This dance can go all over the place! (5)
2 One issue or back numbers (3)
3 Ring New York Times? It will be expensive (4)
4 Digs out exclusive news items (6)
5 Surprise shots in a melee (8)
6 He keeps still, being a man of spirit (9)
7 Ginger’s stupid laugh (7)
11 This is something between
Greece and Turkey (6,3)
13 I’ll stick around and find something
for your sore throat (8)
14 Policemen make very little money (7)
16 Man with a cue may show sharpness (6)
19 Move or shoot upwards for example (5)
20 A complication that naturally
goes against the grain (4)
23 Flier turns up in a flap (3)

YESTERDAY’S SOLUTIONS
Yesterday’s

Across: 1 Positive, 5 Pier, 9 Scrub, 10 Croesus, 11 Lose one’s head, 13 Outlay, 14 Edison,
17 Second person, 20 Unearth, 21 Baker, 22 Earl, 23 Attempts.
Down: 1 Post, 2 Sort out, 3 Table manners, 4 Vacant, 6 Issue, 7 Resident, 8 Considerable,
12 Moisture, 15 Stock up, 16 Upshot, 18 Clear, 19 Arms.

